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Naish Boardriding

At Naish we’re not afraid to tread our own path.  Based on Maui, Hawaii, we 
began life as an innovative windsurfing company and over the years, have 
evolved and grown into the brand you see today. With wind, water and waves 
in our blood, team Naish has always looked for new and exciting ways to help 
everyone enjoy the world of boardriding.   Proud of our heritage, we embrace 
our past while constantly looking forward for ways to improve.

Today we are a leading force in windsurfing, kiteboarding, and stand up 
paddling.  With multiple world championship titles in each sport and tens of 
thousands of sails, kites, and boards under our belt, we truly live and breath 
boardriding.  Through innovative designs and engineering, state-of-the-art 
production techniques and advanced materials, Naish continues to push the 
envelope with industry leading boardriding products year after year.

Whether you windsurf, kiteboard or stand up paddle, you can be confident 
that we have just what you need to take your riding to the next level, 
regardless of your skill set.  

Naish delivers premium quality boardriding products that you can depend on 
session after session, day after day, for years to come.

Aloha, Robby Naish
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The ONE 12’6” is the ultimate inflatable board 
for all-around cruising, long distance touring 
and N1SCO one design racing.  It features a sleek 
race outline, 30 inches of width and 6 inches of 
thickness for incredible rigidity, stability and speed.  
It also has an integrated number guide on the deck 
pad for referencing proper stance position.

N1SCO stands for “Naish International SUP Class 
Organization” which is a one design racing class 
where all riders compete exclusively on the 
ONE 12’6”.  N1SCO competitions include sprint, 
intermediate distance and long distance racing, as 
well as team relays that are accessible for any level 
rider.  They are competitive, fun events that are 
easy to follow, thrilling to watch and a great social 
experience for the whole family.

Ideal for riders up to 230 lbs/104 kg

boards: one 12’6”

oNe 12’6”
touring/racing/all-around cruising

oNe 12’6”
12’6” x 30” x 6”

381 x 76.2 x 15.2

265 L

10.0 Slide in Fin

23.8 lb/10.8 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

1. High pressure gauge pump

2. Canvas carry pack

3. Repair kit

4. 10.0 Slide in Fin 

package includes

• evA deck
Diamond groove
Heat embossed
Maximum traction and durability

• 10.0 Slide in Fin

key Features

eVa deck

10.0 slide in fin
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boards: nAlu AIR

Nalu air
Nalu AIR 11’0”
The Nalu Air 11’0” features a world-renowned 
Nalu design for directional gliding, touring 
and longboard wave riding. It has a long, 
narrow outline and added thickness for 
paddling comfort and directional stability. 
The progressive rocker line provides longboard 
maneuverability for the surf.
 
Ideal for riders up to 210 lbs/95 kg

Nalu AIR 10’2”
The Nalu Air 10’2” features a smaller-scale 
Nalu shape for lighter riders wanting value 
and directional glide in an all-around 
inflatable design. It has a narrower outline, 
thinner profile and progressive rocker line 
than the 11’0” for directional gliding and 
maneuverability.
 
Ideal for riders up to 185 lbs/84 kg

Nalu air 11’0”
11’0” x 30” x 6”

335.3 x 76.2 x 15.2

210 L

10.0 Slide in Fin

25.4 lb/11.5 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

Nalu air 10’2”
10’2” x 30” x 4”

310 x 76.2 x 10.2

180 L

10.0 Slide in Fin

22.9 lb/10.4 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

all-around cruising • evA deck
Diamond groove
Heat embossed
Maximum traction and durability

• 10.0 Slide in Fin

eVa deck

10.0 slide in fin

key Features

1. High pressure gauge pump

2. Canvas carry pack

3. Repair kit

4. 10.0 Slide in Fin 

package includes
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maNa AIR 11’6”
The Mana Air 11’6” features a mega-stable, full body design making it the 
most stable and rigid performance-oriented inflatable designed for any 
size rider at any skill level.
 
Ideal for riders up to 280 lbs/127 kg

maNa AIR 10’0”
The Mana Air 10’0” features an all-around, wide-style design ideal for 
learning, recreational paddling and small wave riding with comfort 
and stability. The progressive rocker provides turning performance and 
maneuverability for the surf.
 
Ideal for riders up to 240 lbs/109 kg

boards: mAnA AIR

maNa air

maNa air 11’6”
11’6” x 33” x 6”

350.5 x 83.8 x 15.2

260 L

10.0 Slide in + Fixed Side Fins

29.1 lb/13.2 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

maNa air 10’0”
10’0” x 33” x 6”

304.8 x 83.8 x 15.2

230 L

10.0 Slide in + Fixed Side Fins

24.5 lb/11.1 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

Wide & Stable all-around cruising/Wave • evA deck
Diamond groove
Heat embossed
Maximum traction and durability

• 10.0 Slide in Fin
+ Fixed Side Fins

eVa deck

10.0 slide in fin

key Features

1. High pressure gauge pump

2. Canvas carry pack

3. Repair kit

4. 10.0 Slide in Fin 

package includes
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The Crossover Air 11’0’’ is an incredibly 
versatile inflatable board for both 
windsurfing and stand-up paddling.

It features an M8 universal insert for 
attaching a windsurfing rig and offers 
outstanding sailing performance in 
light to moderate wind conditions.  
It also has a slide-in dagger fin for 
upwind performance regardless of 
wind strength.

For stand-up paddling, the Crossover 
is designed with a low rocker, narrow 
outline and added thickness for 
directional stability and long glides.  
This makes it the ideal SUP for 
flatwater cruising and longboard style 
wave riding. 

Ideal for riders up to 210 lbs/95 kg

boards: CRoSSoveR  AIR

croSSover air 11’0”

croSSover air 11’0”
11’0” x 30” x 6”

335.3 x 76.2 x 15.2

210 L

2 x 10.0 Slide in Fins

25.4 lb/11.5 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

Windsurf/Sup • mast/Board Connector

• 2 x 10.0 Slide in Fins

Mast/board connector

10.0 slide in fins

key Features

1. High pressure gauge pump

2. Canvas carry pack

3. Repair kit

4. 2 x 10.0 Slide in Fins

package includes
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The Alana Air 10’6” features a smaller-scale, wide-style design 
for women wanting a stable, all-around, easy-to-carry board. 
It features a progressive rocker line for maneuverability, and a 
thinner profile to make it easy to carry.
 
Ideal for riders up to 195 lbs/88 kg

boards: AlAnA  AIR

alaNa air

alaNa air 10’6”
10’6” x 30” x 4”

320 x 76.2 x 10.2

200 L

10.0 Slide in Fin

23.4 lb/10.6 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

Women’s all-around cruising • evA deck
Diamond groove
Heat embossed
Maximum traction and durability

• 10.0 Slide in Fin

eVa deck

10.0 slide in fin

key Features

1. High pressure gauge pump

2. Canvas carry pack

3. Repair kit

4. 10.0 Slide in Fin 

package includes
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boards: nAlu SeRIeS

Nalu series

Nalu 11’6” GT/GS
The Nalu 11’6” GT/GS features a full body design 
for everything from entry level paddling, to 
flatwater cruising, to surfing. The performance 
characteristics make it the perfect one-board 
choice for the whole family.  It is 5 1/2” thick with 
full rounded rails and a timeless longboard 
rocker line. This design provides amazing 
stability for a phenomenally wide range of use.

Ideal for riders up to 250 lbs/113kg

Nalu 11’4” GT/GS
The Nalu 11’4” GT/GS features an all-
around design for classic longboard surfing 
performance and flatwater paddling versatility. 
It is a well-known favorite for both waves and 
flatwater riding. It has a thinner outline and a 
more progressive rocker than the 11’6”. It is a 
superb well-rounded board for most riders and 
delivers versatility they will never outgrow.

Ideal for riders up to 215 lbs/98 kg

all-around cruising/Wave

Nalu 11’6” Gt/Gs Nalu 11’4” Gt/Gs
11’6” x 293/4” x 51/2”

350.5 x 75.6 x 14

231 L

GT: US 10.5
GS: US 10.5

GT: 28.4 lb/12.95 kg
GS: 30.6 lb/13.9 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

11’4” x 30” x 41/2”

345.4 x 76.2 x 11.4

180 L

GT: US 9.0 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 10.5

GT: 24.9 lb/11.3 kg
GS: 27.1 lb/12.3 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

Versatile, easy-to-ride longboards for flatwater 
cruising, fitness training and wave riding.
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boards: nAlu SeRIeS

Nalu series
Nalu 10’10” GT/GS
The Nalu 10’10” GT/GS is an all-around, extra stable 
design for touring, carrying gear, tandem paddling and 
small surf. It features a radical multi-concave bottom 
shape that channels the water from nose to tail. The 
multi-channel bottom combined with the low rocker 
makes it glide incredibly straight for a wide board of its 
length. The wide outline and slightly recessed deck in the 
standing area provide unmatched stability.  The forward 
deck has eight insert holes for a bungee accessory to 
carry coolers and gear.

Ideal for riders up to 240 lbs/109 kg

Nalu 10’6” GT/GS
The Nalu 10’6” GT/GS is the one-board solution for 
riders wanting versatility, stability and wave riding 
performance. It features a new, wider Nalu outline, 
recessed deck and fuller rails for increased stability and 
wider range of use. The single-concave nose flows into 
a double-concave mid-section and V tail, making it 
adaptable to everything from flatwater cruising, to ankle 
slapper waves, to double overhead surf.

Ideal for riders up to 200 lbs/91 kg

all-around cruising/Wave

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

Nalu 10’10” Gt/Gs Nalu 10’6” Gt/Gs
10’10” x 32” x 43/8”

330.2 x 81.3 x 11.1

201 L

GT: US 10.5
GS: US 10.5

GT: 29.1 lb/13.2 kg
GS: 30.9 lb/14 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

10’6” x 30” x 4”

320 x 76.2 x 10.2

160 L

GT: US 9.0 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 9.0

GT: 23.1 lb/10.5 kg
GS: 25.3 lb/11.5 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt
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boards: odySSeuS

odySSeuS

odySSeuS
9’8” x 34” x 4 7/8”

296.6 x 86.4 x 12.4

200 L

US 9.5

26 lb/11.8 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

Designed for all-around cruising, exploring, learning the 
basics and riding small waves, it features an extra wide 
outline throughout the nose, mid-section and tail for 
phenomenal stability.  
 
The recessed deck, full rails, squared tail and well-balanced 
design add further stability and give it a huge sweet spot 
whether the rider is paddling in a straight line, pivot turning 
or standing still.  
 
The quad-concave bottom design channels the water from 
nose to tail for unbelievable straight-line gliding for a board 
of its length.  Using cutting edge, molded technology, the 
Odysseus is incredibly durable and lightweight, making it 
truly one of a kind. 

Ideal for riders up to 250 lbs/113 kg

all-around cruising
the most stable “do-anything” board 
for any size paddler of any skill level.
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boards: mAnA SeRIeS

maNa series

maNa 10’0” GT/GS
The new Mana 10’0” GT/GS features a wide, stable 
design for riders of any size wanting stability for small 
surf. It has an extra-wide outline for increased stability 
making learning and riding small waves remarkably 
easy. Its V bottom shape and exaggerated tail rocker 
also provide great turning characteristics.

Ideal for riders up to 230 lbs/104 kg

maNa 9’5” GT/GS
The new Mana 9’5” GT/GS features an exaggerated 
wave design for riders who want both stability and 
optimum performance in medium to small size surf. It 
has an exaggerated tail rocker, V bottom and soft rails 
to make turning on a wave incredibly easy. This shape is 
perfect for lighter riders in small surf, and bigger riders 
wanting more stability in a shorter wave board.

Ideal for riders up to 210 lbs/95 kg

compact all-around Wave

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

maNa 10’0” Gt/Gs maNa 9’5” Gt/Gs
10’0” x 33” x 43/4”

304.8 x 83.8 x 12

190 L

GT: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 9.0 + FCS Side Fins

GT: 25.1 lb/11.4 kg
GS: 26.9 lb/12.2 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

9’5” x 32” x 43/4”

287 x 81.3 x 12

163 L

GT: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 9.0 + FCS Side Fins

GT: 22.9 lb/10.4 kg
GS: 24.5 lb/11.1 kg

Wide, stable shapes for learning, progressing, 
cruising and catching waves
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boards: mAnA SeRIeS

maNa series
maNa 8’10” GT/GS
The Mana 8’10” GT/GS features a compact surf design 
for lighter riders in everyday wave conditions. It fuses an 
exaggerated tail rocker with a wider platform for extra 
stability and incredible maneuverability in the surf. This 
compact design can fit into minivans, sport utility vehicles 
and station wagons.

Ideal for riders up to 200 lbs/91 kg

maNa 8’5” GT
The Mana 8’5’’ GT features a wide outline, wide rounded tail 
and full nose shape for incredible stability for a board of this 
length.  Designed for small to average sized wave riders, it 
has increased tail rocker and a V bottom shape for amazingly 
easy carving down the line.  This is a wide, stable shortboard 
design that performs in real world surf conditions with 
unbelievable ease.

Ideal for riders up to 200 lbs/91 kg

compact all-around Wave

maNa 8’10” Gt/Gs
8’10” x 301/2” x 43/8”

269.2 x 77.5 x 11.1

133 L

GT: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins

GT: 20.7 lb/9.4 kg
GS: 22.7 lb/10.3 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

maNa 8’5” Gt
in

cm

vol

fin

wt

8’5” x 301/2” x 41/2”

256.5 x 77.5 x 11.4

132 L

US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins

19.8 lb/9 kg
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boards: mAnA SeRIeS

maNa series
maNa 11’0” SOFT TOP
The new Mana 11’0” Soft Top has added width, length, and 
thickness making it the perfect board for first time paddlers of 
any size and weight.  Designed with a wider outline and flatter 
rocker, this board is extremely stable and easy to paddle.  It also 
features a full EVA deck, ultra high density EVA rails and hard 
bottom construction that is safe for inexperienced paddlers 
and resilient to paddle scuffs and dings. The new hard bottom 
provides improved gliding performance for all around cruising. 
This is a larger sized, mega stable, cruising shape for entry-level 
paddlers of all sizes, as well as schools and rental centers.

Ideal for riders up to 280 lbs/127 kg

maNa 10’0” SOFT TOP
The new Mana 10’0” Soft Top features a full EVA deck, ultra 
high density EVA rails and hard bottom construction for novice 
paddlers who want to learn the basics of stand up paddling 
and advance their skills to the next level. This new Soft Top 
technology is safe for inexperienced paddlers and resilient to 
paddle scuffs and dings, while the new hard bottom provides 
improved gliding performance for all around cruising and catching 
small waves.  It is the ideal choice for new paddlers of any skill 
level, as well as schools and rental centers.

Ideal for riders up to 230 lbs/104 kg

compact all-around Wave

maNa 11’0” soft toP maNa 10’0” soft toP
11’0” x 3313/16” x 51/8”

335.3 x 85.9 x 13

228 L

US 9.0

30.8 lb/14 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

10’0” x 33” x 43/4”

304.8 x 83.8 x 12

190 L

US 9.0

28.7 lb/13 kg
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alaNa series

alaNa 10’10”  GS
The Alana 10’10” GS features an all-around, extra stable, “do-anything” women’s 
design for cross training, touring and small surf. It has a radical multi-concave 
bottom shape that channels the water from nose to tail. The multi-channel 
bottom combined with the low rocker makes it glide incredibly straight for a 
wide board of its length. The wide outline and slightly recessed deck in the 
standing area provide unmatched stability. The forward deck has eight insert 
holes for a bungee accessory to carry coolers and gear.

Ideal for riders up to 240 lbs/109 kg

alaNa 10’6” GS
The Alana 10’6” GS features an all-around, easy-to-ride design for women 
paddlers wanting one board for everything from flatwater cruising, to cross 
training, to longboard wave riding. It has a wider outline, recessed
deck and fuller rails for increased stability and wider range of use.
The single-concave nose flows into a double-concave
mid-section and V tail making it adaptable to learning
the basics, flatwater paddling and surfing.

Ideal for riders up to 200 lbs/91 kg

boards: AlAnA SeRIeS

alaNa 10’10” Gs alaNa 10’6” Gs
10’10” x 32” x 43/8”

330.2 x 81.3 x 11.1

201 L

US 10.5

30.9 lb/14 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

10’6” x 30” x 4”

320 x 76.2 x 10.2

160 L

US 9.0

25.3 lb/11.5 kg

Women’s all-around cruising/Wave
lightweight, easy-to-carry boards for women 
paddling in everything from flatwater to surf.
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alaNa series
alaNa 9’5” GS
The Alana 9’5” GS is designed specifically for women who desire effortless 
wave riding, recreation cruising and easy transport. This shape is perfect 
for lighter riders in small surf and bigger riders wanting more stability in 
a shorter wave board.  It has an exaggerated tail rocker, V bottom and 
soft rails to make turning on a wave incredibly easy. It features a compact 
design that can fit into minivans, sport utility vehicles and station wagons. 
  
Ideal for riders up to 210 lbs/ 95 kg 

alaNa 8’10” GS
The Alana 8’10” GS is specifically designed for women riding everyday 
wave conditions. It has an exaggerated tail rocker with a wider platform for 
stability and incredible maneuverability in the surf. It features a compact 
design that can fit into minivans, sport utility vehicles and station wagons.

Ideal for riders up to 200 lbs/91 kg

Women’s all-around cruising/Wave

boards: AlAnA SeRIeS

alaNa 9’5” Gs alaNa 8’10” Gs
9’5” x 32” x 43/4”

287 x 81.3 x 12

163 L

US 9.0 + FCS Side Fins

24.5 lb/11.1 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

8’10” x 301/2” x 43/8”

269.2 x 77.5 x 11.1

133 L

US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins

22.7 lb/10.3 kg
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boards: glIde SeRIeS

glide series

glide 14’0” GX/Gs glide 12’6” Gs
14’0” x 291/4” x 51/2”

426.7 x 74.3 x 14

280 L

GX: US 9.5
GS: US 9.5

GX: 28.7 lb/13 kg
GS: 35.3 lb/16 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

12’6” x 30” x 55/8”

381 x 76.2 x 14.3

265 L

US 9.5

34.2 lb/15.5 kg

glide 12’0” Gs tourinG
12’0” x 31” x 53/4”

365.8 x 78.7 x 14.6

261 L

US 9.5

34.2 lb/15.5 kg

glide 14’0” Gx/GS
The new Glide 14’0” is designed with an ultra fast rocker 
line and bottom shape, and added stability for touring, long 
distance exploring and all-around fitness. It also features a 
recessed deck in the stance area to lower the rider’s center of 
effort for increased stability and paddling power.

Ideal for riders up to 230 lbs/104 kg

glide 12’6” GS
The Glide 12’6” GS is the ideal choice for riders who enjoy 
downwind ocean runs, recreational racing and fitness 
training.  Compared to longer race-oriented boards, the 
12’6” is incredibly fast and easier to maneuver and carry.  
It features a penetrating V nose and a flat rocker for 
phenomenal gliding performance. It has ample thickness and 
width for stability and early planing on the open ocean.
 
Ideal for riders up to 230 lbs/104 kg

glide touriNg 12’0” GS
The Glide Touring 12’0” GS is a great all-around board for 
a wide range of riders who enjoy adventure or exploration 
paddling.  It is designed with a slightly wider outline and 
a winger tail, giving novice paddlers a large sweet spot for 
stability. It features a displacement bow that cuts through 
the water and provides smooth gliding. It also has a 
pronounced double-concave bottom in the nose that flows 
to a slight V in the tail for unparalleled directional stability.

Ideal for riders up to 230 lbs/104 kg 

touring/Fitness/racing

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

performance gliding boards for touring, 
fitness training and racing
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boards: jAvelIn

javeliN 

javeliN 14’0” Gx
The Javelin 14’0” GX is designed for performance flatwater 
racing in the 14’0” class. It features a low displacement bow 
shape and soft, rounded rails for limitless board glide. The 
sleek hull shape creates an extremely efficient water line, 
while the recessed deck lowers the rider’s center of effort to 
increase stability.

Ideal for riders up to 210 lbs/95 kg

javeliN 12’6” Gx
The Javelin 12’6” GX is designed for performance flatwater 
racing in the 12’6” class. It features a drop nose shape, 
rounded rails, slim outline and a race rocker line for 
phenomenal acceleration and speed.  It also has an 
exaggerated recessed deck to lower the rider’s center of 
effort to increase stability.

Ideal for riders up to 210 lbs/95 kg

performance racing

javeliN 14’0” GX javeliN 12’6” GX
14’0” x 261/8” x 53/4”

426.7 x 66.4 x 14.6

284 L

US 9.5

27.3 lb/12.4 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

12’6” x 281/4” x 55/8”

381 x 71.8 x 14.3

260 L

US 9.5

26 lb/11.8 kg

performance flatwater boards for acceleration, 
speed and competitive racing.
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boards: jAvelIn le

javeliN Le 

Javelin LE boards are expert level, Limited Edition 
race designs for professional competition.  They 
feature a state-of-the-art rocker line and an 
exceptionally narrow outline for lightning fast 
acceleration and ultimate gliding speed.  All Javelin 
LE boards are constructed using a revolutionary 
carbon sandwich technology, which makes them 
extremely stiff and ultra lightweight.

javelin 14’0” LE
Ideal for riders up to 190 lbs/86 kg

Javelin 14’0” X26 LE
Ideal for riders up to 220 lbs/100 kg

Javelin 12’6” LE
Ideal for riders up to 190 lbs/86 kg

javelin 12’6” X26 LE
Ideal for riders up to 220 lbs/100 kg

pro performance race

javeliN 14’0” Le

14’0” x 231/8” x 59/16”

426.7 x 58.7 x 14.1

224 L

US 9.5

22 lb/10 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

javeliN 12’6” Le

12’6” x 24” x 59/16”

381 x 61 x 14.1

200 L

US 9.5

19.4 lb/8.8 kg

javeliN 14’0” 
X26 Le

14’0” x 26” x 59/16”

426.7 x 66 x 14.1

250 L

US 9.5

22.5 lb/10.2 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

javeliN 12’6” 
X26  Le

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

12’6” x 26” x 59/16”

381 x 66 x 14.1

214 L

US 9.5

20 lb/9 kg

limited edition, ultra lightweight boards designed for 
highly advanced riding and professional competition.
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boards: hokuA SeRIeS

hokua series 

hokua 9’10” Gt/Gs hokua 9’5” Gt
9’10” x 301/4” x 37/8”

299.7 x 76.8 x 9.8

155 L

GT: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins

GT: 21.2 lb/9.6 kg
GS: 23 lb/10.4 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

9’5” x 291/2” x 43/8”

287 x 74.9 x 11.1

140 L

US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins

20.7 lb/9.4 kg

hokua 9’10” GT/GS
The Hokua 9’10” GT/GS features a full size design 
for everyday riders wanting stability, comfort and 
Hokua performance for real world conditions. 
It blends the wave turning performance of the 
Hokua with the acceleration and wave catching 
ease of the Nalu.  The 9’10” maintains the Hokua’s 
world-renowned wave riding qualities and there 
is no sacrifice in performance due to its size. It 
is the perfect wave board for the everyday rider, 
regardless of size or surfing skill. Can be ridden as a 
thruster or a quad.

Ideal for riders up to 220 lbs/100 kg

hokua 9’5” GT
The Hokua 9’5” GT features a hybrid design making 
it the perfect all-around wave board for bigger/
advanced riders and smaller/average riders who 
want a board they will never outgrow. It has a low 
entry rocker, a wide nose and accelerated tail kick 
for amazing stability and wave riding versatility. 
Can be ridden as a thruster or a quad.

Ideal for riders up to 210 lbs/95 kg 

performance Wave
performance shapes for riding any surf 
condition, anywhere in the world.
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boards: hokuA SeRIeS

hokua series 

hokua 9’0” Gt hokua 8’5” Gt
9’0” x 283/4” x 33/4”

274.3 x 73.1 x 9.6

125 L

US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins

18.7 lb/8.5 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

8’5” x 28” x 33/4”

256.5 x 71.1 x 9.6

115 L

US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins

17.6 lb/8 kg

hokua 9’0” GT
The Hokua 9’0” GT features a scaled up performance 
design for average to advanced wave riders wanting 
to make the most out of every wave. Similar to 
the Hokua 8’5”, it also has a single-concave nose, 
double-concave center section and an accelerated 
V in the tail for looser rail-to-rail performance and 
acceleration. The increased tail kick makes it easy to 
snap off the top and bottom turn. Can be ridden as a 
thruster or a quad.

Ideal for riders up to 195 lbs/89 kg

hokua 8’5” GT
The Hokua 8’5” GT features a performance design 
ideal for wave riders wanting the ease and control to 
make the most out of every wave. It has a predictable 
and easy design for smooth carving, bottom turning 
and smacking the lip. The bottom shape has a 
single-concave nose, double-concave center section 
and an accelerated V in the tail for looser rail-to-rail 
performance and acceleration. Can be ridden as a 
thruster or a quad.

Ideal for riders up to 185 lbs/84 kg

performance Wave
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boards: hokuA le

hokua Le

* all specifications are subject to change at any time

hokua 10’8”
Le - Gun

10’8” x 271/2” x 41/8” 9’8” x 271/8” x 41/8” 8’10” x 273/4” x 4” 8’3” x 271/2” x 4” 8’0” x 26” x 35/8” 7’6” x 299/16” x 411/16”

325.2 x 69.8 x 10.5 296.6 x 68.9 x 10.5 269.2 x 70.5 x 10.2 251.5 x 69.8 x 10.2 243.8 x 66 x 9.2 228.6 x 75.1 x 11.9

134 L 120 L 107 L 100 L 80 L 109 L

US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins FCS Quad

22.5 lb/10.2 kg 21.1 lb/9.8 kg 16 lb/7.3 kg 15 lb/6.8 kg 14.3 lb/6.5 kg 17.1 lb/7.8 kg

in

cm

vol

fin

wt

hokua 9’8” 
Le - Gun

hokua 8’10” 
Le

hokua 8’3” 
Le

hokua 8’0” 
Le

hokua 7’6” 
Le

Hokua LE boards are expert level, Limited Edition wave designs 
for highly advanced riding and professional competition.  They 
feature an aggressive rocker from tip-to-tail for vertical snap 
off the lip, tight turning in the pocket and high speed control 
down the line.  Hokua LE boards can be ridden as a thruster 
or a quad, and are constructed using a revolutionary carbon 
sandwich technology which makes them extremely stiff and 
ultra lightweight.

hokua 7’6’’ LE
Ideal for riders up to 185 lbs/84 kg

hokua 8’0’’ LE
Ideal for riders up to 155 lbs/70 kg

hokua 8’3’’ LE
Ideal for riders up to 175 lbs/79 kg

hokua 8’10’’ LE
Ideal for riders up to 195 lbs/89 kg

hokua 9’8’’ LE Gun
Ideal for riders up to 185 lbs/84 kg

hokua 10’8’’ LE Gun
Ideal for riders up to 200 lbs/91 kg

pro performance Wave
limited edition, ultra lightweight boards designed for 
highly advanced riding and professional competition.
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Board FEATURES
boards: FeATuReS

• Comfortable grip

• Reduces finger fatigue

• Pick up boards with one hand from
flat on the ground

• Ideal for carrying boards long distances

• Secure grip when coming out of the water

ledge haNdle
• Integrated universal insert for attaching a windsurfing rig

• Stainless steel and will not rust

• Available on: nalu 10’6” Gt

nalu 10’10” Gt

nalu 11’4” Gt

nalu 11’6” Gt

Crossover air 11’0”

m8 iNSert

• Diamond groove

• Heat embossed

• Maximum traction and durability

eva deck

nalu Gt nalu GS nalu air Mana air alana airone 12’6” Crossover air odysseus

Mana Gt Mana GS Mana Soft top alana Glide GX Glide GS Javelin GX/le Hokua Gt/le
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Board TECHNOLOGY
boards: TeChnology

le construction

Carbon deck & Bottom = Extremely light + stiff

PvC Sandwich deck = Longitudinal double stringer effect + impact resistance

half deck glass Reinforcement = Impact strength + durability

CnC Cut ePS Core = Absolute precision shaping

a

B

d

C

gX construction

Wood Reinforcement in Stance Area = Durability + longitudinal stringer effect

glass matrix deck = Outstanding strength-to-weight ratio

half deck glass Reinforcement = Impact strength + durability

molded ePS Closed Cell Core = Lightweight + resistant against potential water leakage

Carbon Bottom = Extremely light + stiff

a

B

d

C

e

gt construction

Wood Sandwich deck & Bottom = Natural load spread + energetic flex

glass matrix deck & Bottom = Outstanding strength-to-weight ratio

half deck glass Reinforcement = Impact strength + durability

molded ePS Closed Cell Core = Lightweight + resistant against potential water leakage

le construction

Carbon kevlar deck = Lightweight + stiff + impact strength

PvC Sandwich deck = Longitudinal double stringer effect + impact resistance

glass Reinforcement = Impact strength + durability

CnC Cut ePS Core = Absolute precision shaping

Carbon Bottom = Extremely light + stiff

B

d

C

e

a a

B

d

C

B

d

C

a

a

B

d

C

e

a

a

B

d

C

e

a

B

d

C

a

B

B
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Board TECHNOLOGY
boards: TeChnology

Wood Reinforcement in Stance Area = Durability + longitudinal stringer effect

molded ePS Closed Cell Core = Lightweight + resistant against potential water leakage

glass matrix deck & Bottom = Outstanding strength-to-weight ratio

grooved & embossed evA deck = Maximum traction + durability + lightweigth

Wood Reinforcement in Stance Area = Durability + longitudinal stringer effect

glass matrix deck & Bottom = Outstanding strength-to-weight ratio

CnC Cut ePS Core = Absolute precision shaping

uv Protection

eF Polymer

urethane Protection

2nd Coating

1st Coating

Space yarn

e

F

gS construction
a

B

C

a

B
C

C

C
a

B

C

C

C

odySSeuS construction

Wood Reinforcement in Stance Area = Durability + longitudinal stringer effect

molded ePS Closed Cell Core = Lightweight + resistant against potential water leakage

glass matrix deck & Bottom = Outstanding strength-to-weight ratio

ASA Topsheet = Maximum durability

B

d

C

a

a

B

C

C

C

d

SoFt top construction

B

d

C

a

B

d

C

a

C

air construction

B

d

C

a

e

F

B

d

C

a
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Board SPECIFICATIONS

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

12’6”/381 cm 30”/76.2 cm 6”/15.2 cm 265 L 10.0 Slide in Fin 23.8 lb/10.8 kg Inflatable - P

11’0”/335.3 cm 30”/76.2 cm 6”/15.2 cm 210 L 10.0 Slide in Fin 25.4 lb/11.5 kg Inflatable - P

10’2”/310 cm 30”/76.2 cm 4”/10.2 cm 180 L 10.0 Slide in Fin 22.9 lb/10.4 kg Inflatable - P

11’6”/350.5 cm 33”/83.8 cm 6”/15.2 cm 260 L 10.0 Slide in + Fixed Side Fins 29.1 lb/13.2 kg Inflatable - P

10’0”/304.8 cm 33”/83.8 cm 6”/15.2 cm 230 L 10.0 Slide in + Fixed Side Fins 24.5 lb/11.1 kg Inflatable - P

11’0”/335.3 cm 30”/76.2 cm 6”/15.2 cm 210 L 2 x 10.0 Slide in Fin 25.4 lb/11.5 kg Inflatable m8 P

10’6”/320 cm 30”/76.2 cm 4”/10.2 cm 200 L 10.0 Slide in Fin 23.4 lb/10.6 kg Inflatable - P

oNe 12’6”

Nalu air 11’0”

Nalu air 10’2”

maNa air 11’6”

maNa air 10’0”

croSSover
air 11’0”

alaNa air 10’6”

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

10’6’’ /320 cm 30”/76.2 cm 4”/10.2 cm 160 L
GT: US 9.0 + FCS Side Fins

GS: US 9.0
GT: 23.1 lb/10.5 kg
GS: 25.3 lb/11.5 kg

GT: Wood composite
GS: Glass matrix

 GT: m8
GS: No

-

10’10”/330.2 cm 32”/81.3 cm 4 3/8”/11.1 cm 201 L
GT: US 10.5
GS: US 10.5

GT: 29.1 lb/13.2 kg
GS: 30.9 lb/14 kg

GT: Wood composite
GS: Glass matrix

 GT: m8
GS: No

-

11’4”/345.4 cm 30”/76.2 cm 41/2”/11.4 cm 180 L
GT: US 9.0 + FCS Side Fins

GS: US 10.5
GT: 24.9 lb/11.3 kg
GS: 27.1 lb/12.3 kg

GT: Wood composite
GS: Glass matrix

 GT: m8
GS: No

-

11’6”/350.5 cm 293/4”/75.6 cm 51/2”/14 cm 231 L
GT: US 10.5
GS: US 10.5

GT: 28.4 lb/12.95 kg
GS: 30.6 lb/13.9 kg

GT: Wood composite
GS: Glass matrix

 GT: m8
GS: No

-

Nalu 10’6” Gt/Gs  

Nalu 10’10” Gt/Gs

Nalu 11’4” Gt/Gs

Nalu 11’6” Gt/Gs

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

9’8’’ /296.6 cm 34”/86.4 cm 4 7/8”/12.4 cm 200 L US 9.5 26 lb/11.8 kg Topsheet/Glass matrix - -odySSeuS  

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

8’5”/256.5 cm 301/2”/77.5 cm 41/2”/11.4 cm 132 L US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins 19.8 lb/9 kg Wood composite - -

8’10”/269.2 cm 301/2”/77.5 cm 43/8”/11.1 cm 133 L
GT: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins

GT: 20.7 lb/9.4 kg
GS: 22.7 lb/10.3 kg

GT: Wood composite
GS: Glass matrix

- -

9’5”/287 cm 32”/81.3 cm 43/4”/12 cm 163 L
GT: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 9.0 + FCS Side Fins

GT: 22.9 lb/10.4 kg
GS: 24.5 lb/11.1 kg

GT: Wood composite
GS: Glass matrix

- -

10’0”/304.8 cm 33”/83.8 cm 43/4”/12 cm 190 L
GT: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 9.0 + FCS Side Fins

GT: 25.1 lb/11.4 kg
GS: 26.9 lb/12.2 kg

GT: Wood composite
GS: Glass matrix

- -

10’0”/304.8 cm 33”/83.8 cm 43/4”/12 cm 190 L US 9.0 28.7 lb/13 kg Soft Top/Hard Bottom - -

11’0”/335.3 cm 3313/16”/85.9 cm 51/8”/13 cm 228 L US 9.0 30.8 lb/14 kg Soft Top/Hard Bottom - -

maNa 8’5” Gt

maNa 8’10” Gt/Gs

maNa 9’5” Gt/Gs

maNa 10’0” Gt/Gs

maNa 10’0” soft toP

maNa 11’0” soft toP

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

8’10’’ /269.2 cm 301/2”/77.5 cm 43/8”/11.1 cm 133 L US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins 22.7 lb/10.3 kg Glass matrix - -

9’5”/287 cm 32”/81.3 cm 43/4”/12 cm 163 L US 9.0 + FCS Side Fin 24.5 lb/11.1 kg Glass matrix - -

10’6”/320 cm 30”/76.2 cm 4”/10.2 cm 160 L US 9.0 25.3 lb/11.5 kg Glass matrix - -

10’10”/330.2 cm 32”/81.3 cm 43/8”/11.1 cm 201 L US 10.5 30.9 lbs/14 kg Glass matrix - -

alaNa 8’10” Gs  

alaNa 9’5” Gs

alaNa 10’6” Gs

alaNa 10’10” Gs

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

14’0’’ /426.7 cm 291/4”/74.3 cm 51/2”/14 cm 280 L
GX: US 9.5
GS: US 9.5

GX: 28.7 lb/13 kg
GS: 35.3 lb/16 kg

GX: Carbon Sandwich
GS: Glass matrix

- -

12’6”/381 cm 30”/76.2 cm 55/8”/14.3 cm 265 L US 9.5 34.2 lb/15.5 kg Glass matrix - -

12’0”/365.8 cm 31”/78.7 cm 53/4”/14.6 cm 261 L US 9.5 34.2 lb/15.5 kg Glass matrix - -

glide 14’0” GX/Gs  

glide 12’6” Gs

glide 12’0”
Gs tourinG

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

12’6”/381 cm 281/4”/71.8 cm 55/8”/14.3 cm 260 L US 9.5 26 lbs/11.8 kg Carbon Sandwich - -

14’0”/426.7 cm 261/8”/66.4 cm 53/4”/14.6 cm 284 L US 9.5 27.3 lbs/12.4 kg Carbon Sandwich - -

javeliN 12’6” GX  

javeliN 14’0” GX

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

12’6’’ /381 cm 24”/61 cm 59/16”/14.1 cm 200 L US 9.5 19.4 lb/8.8 kg Limited Edition Carbon - -

14’0”/426.7 cm 231/8”/58.7 cm 59/16”/14.1 cm 224 L US 9.5 22 lb/10 kg Limited Edition Carbon - -

12’6’’ /381 cm 26”/66 cm 59/16”/14.1 cm 214 L US 9.5 20 lb/9 kg Limited Edition Carbon - -

14’0”/426.7 cm 26”/66 cm 59/16”/14.1 cm 250 L US 9.5 22.5 lb/10.2 kg Limited Edition Carbon - -

javeliN 12’6” Le  

javeliN 14’0” Le

javeliN 12’6” X26 Le

javeliN 14’0” X26 Le

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

8’5’’ /256.5 cm 28”/71.1 cm 33/4”/9.6 cm 115 L US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins 17.6 lb/8 kg Wood composite - -

9’0”/274.3 cm 283/4”/73.1 cm 33/4”/9.6 cm 125 L US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins 18.7 lb/8.5 kg Wood composite - -

9’5’’ /287 cm 291/2”/74.9 cm 43/8”/11.1 cm 140 L US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins 20.7 lb/9.4 kg Wood composite - -

9’10”/299.7 cm 301/4”/76.8 cm 37/8”/9.8 cm 155 L
GT: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins
GS: US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins

GT: 21.2 lbs/9.6 kg
GS: 23 lbs/10.4 kg

GT: Wood composite
GS: Glass matrix

- -

hokua 8’5” Gt  

hokua 9’0” Gt

hokua 9’5” Gt

hokua 9’10” Gt/Gs

length in/cm width in/cm thickness vol fin
weight lb/kg

+/-5%
construction mastbox boardbag

7’6”/228.6 cm 299/16”/75.1 cm 411/16”/11.9 cm 109 L FCS Quad 17.1 lb/7.8 kg Carbon Kevlar Sandwich - -

8’0”/243.8 cm 26”/66 cm 35/8”/9.2 cm 80 L US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins 14.3 lb/6.5 kg Carbon Kevlar Sandwich - -

8’3”/251.5 cm 271/2”/69.8 cm 4”/10.2 cm 100 L US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins 15 lb/6.8 kg Carbon Kevlar Sandwich - -

8’10”/269.2 cm 273/4”/70.5 cm 4”/10.2 cm 107 L US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins 16 lb/7.3 kg Carbon Kevlar Sandwich - -

9’8”/296.6 cm 271/8”/68.9 cm 41/8”/10.5 cm 120 L US 5.5 + FCS Side Fins 21.1 lb/9.8 kg Wood Sandwich - -

10’8”/325.2 cm 271/2”/69.8 cm 41/8”/10.5 cm 134 L US 6.5 + FCS Side Fins 22.5 lbs/10.2 kg Wood Sandwich - -

hokua 7’6” Le

hokua 8’0” Le

hokua 8’3” Le

hokua 8’10” Le

hokua 9’8” Le - Gun

hokua 10’8” Le - Gun

* all specifications are subject to change at any time

boards: SPeCIFICATIonS
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kaholorace le Wave le makaNi
Race/Touring/WavePerformance Race/Touring/WavePro Performance Race Pro Performance Wave

PAddle seLector

Sportkeiki
kid’s All-around Recreational

alaNa
Women’s All-around

hele
All-around/Cruising
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PaddLes: RACe le

race Le

appr. paddle weight
(g) (+/- 5%)

Surface 
area/cm2

Surface 
area/in2

Shaft
diameter

fixed 448 g 610 cm2 94.6 in2 SDS

The Race LE is designed for riders who want the lightest, stiffest and most 
powerful performance oriented race paddle.  

It features a newly developed lower entry angle, dihedral blade to reduce 
flutter, as well as a lightweight shaft-to-blade connection for direct power 
transfer. The new round-to-oval carbon shaft reduces weight and adds 
stiffness. It also features a new Ergo-grip Tahitian T-handle for added 
comfort and power.

pro performance race 

race Le

• dihedral Blade = Low entry angle + reduced flutter

• Shaft-to-Blade Connection = Direct power transfer

• Round to oval Carbon Shaft
= Optimized stiffness + lightweight

• Cut-to-length alignment Measurements
= Perfect blade/handle alignment

• ergo-grip tahitian t-handle = Added comfort
+ power transfer + lightweight

• premium Blade Cover = Protection for transporting

key Features

• Staggered 100% 3K pre-preg Carbon
= Ultra light + durable

Shaft construction

ergo-grip tahitian t-handle
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PaddLes: WAve le

Wave Le
The Wave LE is designed for serious waveriders looking for a durable, 
slightly softer shaft/blade combo that can withstand the abuse often 
encountered in big surf.

The Kevlar reinforced shaft provides more flex, while the Kevlar blade and 
ABS rail are incredibly durable and impact resistant.

pro performance Wave 

Wave Le

• Cut-to-length alignment Measurements
= Perfect blade/handle alignment

• tahitian t-handle = Traction grip coating
+ power transfer design + low profile + lightweight

• aBS Rail = Built in blade edge protection

• premium Blade Cover = Protection for transporting

• 100% 3K pre-preg Carbon Kevlar
= Maximum durability

• Filament-wound Carbon Reinforcement
= 3D grip in lower hand area + reinforcement in 
critical areas

appr. paddle weight
(g) (+/- 5%)

Surface 
area/cm2

Surface 
area/in2

Shaft
diameter

fixed 540 g 615 cm2 95.3 in2 RDS

tahitian t-handle

key Features

Shaft construction
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PaddLes: kAholo

kaholo
The Kaholo is ideal for committed paddlers looking for a full carbon, 
mega-lightweight paddle for performance racing, wave riding and touring 
versatility.

The 100% 3K pre-preg carbon blade eliminates blade flutter and makes it 
extremely stable for fast catch and water release. The 100% 3K pre-preg 
carbon shaft offers optimum shaft stiffness for incredible stroke power.

performance race/touring/Wave • neW anti-twist Vario System (Patent-pending)
= Easy length adjustment + perfect blade/handle alignment

• Cut-to-length alignment Measurements (on Fixed)
= Perfect blade/handle alignment

• tahitian t-handle = Traction grip coating
+ power transfer design + low profile + lightweight

• aBS Rail = Built in blade edge protection

• premium Blade Cover = Protection for transporting

• 100% 3K pre-preg Carbon
= Ultra light + durable

• Filament-wound Carbon Reinforcement
= 3D grip in lower hand area + reinforcement in 
critical areas

kaholo
appr. paddle weight

(g) (+/- 5%)
Surface 

area/cm2
Surface 
area/in2

Shaft
diameter

9.0 fixed 456 g 719 cm2 111.4 in2 SDS

8.5 fixed 450 g 632 cm2 98 in2 SDS

8.0 fixed 420 g 615 cm2 95.3 in2 RDS

9.0 vario 588 g 719 cm2 111.4 in2 SDS

8.5 vario 564 g 632 cm2 98 in2 SDS

8.0 vario 511 g 615 cm2 95.3 in2 RDS

tahitian t-handle

key Features

Shaft construction
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makaNi
The Makani is the perfect paddle for riders looking for 
a lightweight, carbon/glass fusion blade and shaft for 
racing, wave riding and all-around cruising performance.

It features a lightweight carbon pre-preg shaft for 
the optimum blend of stiffness and flex-curve.  The 
UD carbon/glass matrix pre-preg blade is incredibly 
lightweight and impact resistant.

race/touring/Wave • neW anti-twist Vario System (Patent-pending)
= Easy length adjustment + perfect blade/handle alignment

• Cut-to-length alignment Measurements (on Fixed)
= Perfect blade/handle alignment

• tahitian t-handle = Traction grip coating
+ power transfer design + low profile + lightweight

• aBS Rail = Built in blade edge protection

• 75% Carbon pre-preg Shaft
= Optimized resin content + lightweight + durable

• Filament-wound Kevlar Reinforcement
= Grip area texture + reinforces shaft in
critical areas

makaNi
appr. paddle weight

(g) (+/- 5%)
Surface 

area/cm2
Surface 
area/in2

Shaft
diameter

9.0 fixed 540 g 719 cm2 111.4 in2 SDS

8.5 fixed 530 g 632 cm2 98 in2 SDS

8.0 fixed 528 g 615 cm2 95.3 in2 RDS

9.0 vario 630 g 719 cm2 111.4 in2 SDS

8.5 vario 630 g 632 cm2 98 in2 SDS

8.0 vario 570 g 615 cm2 95.3 in2 RDS

8.0 vario
 3 piece 600 g 615 cm2 95.3 in2 RDS

PaddLes: mAkAnI

tahitian t-handle

key Features

Shaft construction
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hele
The Hele is for riders looking for performance 
and value in a carbon/glass fusion paddle for 
all-around use.  It features the optimum blend 
of stiffness and flex-curve.

all-around cruising • neW anti-twist Vario System (Patent-pending)
= Easy length adjustment + perfect blade/handle alignment

• infusion Molded t-handle = Durable + lightweight

• 30% Carbon/Glass Filament Wound Shaft
= Durable

PaddLes: hele

appr. paddle weight
(g) (+/- 5%)

Surface 
area/cm2

Surface 
area/in2

Shaft
diameter

8.5 vario 730 g 632 cm2 98 in2 SDS

8.5 vario
3piece 760 g 632 cm2 98 in2 SDS

hele

key Features

Shaft construction

infused Molded t-handle
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alaNa
The Alana is designed specially for women 
who want a lightweight paddle that offers 
outstanding performance for racing, wave 
riding and touring.  

The Alana’s UD carbon/glass blade and 
filament wound carbon shaft allow a faster 
stroke, comfort and is gentle on the joints.

Women’s all-around

PaddLes: AlAnA

alaNa

• neW anti-twist Vario System (Patent-pending)
= Easy length adjustment + perfect blade/handle alignment

• tahitian t-handle = Traction grip coating
+ power transfer design + low profile + lightweight

• aBS Rail = Built in blade edge protection

• 50% Filament Wound Carbon
= Soft flex + lightweight 

• Filament-wound Kevlar Reinforcement
= Grip area texture + reinforces shaft in
critical areas

tahitian t-handle

appr. paddle weight
(g) (+/- 5%)

Surface 
area/cm2

Surface 
area/in2

Shaft
diameter

7.0 vario 555 g 613 cm2 95 in2 RDS

key Features

Shaft construction
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keiki
The Keiki is a lightweight performance paddle 
designed specifically for kids.  It easily adapts 
to kids of all sizes due to it’s simple and easy 
adjustment system.

The Keiki is made from a lightweight glass 
matrix construction which delivers consistent 
performance for kids of any skill level.

kid’s all-around

PaddLes: keIkI

keiki

• tahitian t-handle = Traction grip coating
+ power transfer design + low profile + lightweight

• 50% Filament Wound Glass Matrix
= Soft flex + lightweight

tahitian t-handle

appr. paddle weight
(g) (+/- 5%)

Surface 
area/cm2

Surface 
area/in2

Shaft
diameter

7.0 vario 570 g 613 cm2 95 in2 RDS

key Features

Shaft construction



Sport
The Sport is a versatile paddle for novice paddlers, 
schools and recreational cruising.  It features a molded 
PVC blade for incredible durability and a Vario pushpin 
cleat for easy length adjustment.

recreational • ergonomic t-handle =  Comfortable grip

• Vario pushpin Cleat = Easy length adjustment

• t6 alloy = Durability

Sport
appr. paddle weight

(g) (+/- 5%)
Surface 

area/cm2
Surface 
area/in2

Shaft
diameter

Adult 8.5 
vario 1112 g 743 cm2 115.2 in2 SDS

Adult 8.5
3 piece 1115 g 743 cm2 115.2 in2 SDS

Keiki 7.0 
vario 774 g 685 cm2 106.2 in2 SDS

PaddLes: SPoRT

ergonomic t-handle

key Features

Shaft construction
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paddle FEATURES
PaddLes: FeATuReS 

race le

NeW anti-twist vario System (Patent-pending)

Forward thinking technology 

Pressure cleat/shaft cross section

Anti-twist interface

Front

Back

Built in blade edge protection

Naish introduces a revolutionary new paddle vario system which provides a 
unique and lightweight solution to paddle length adjustment with perfect 
blade and handle alignment.

The patent-pending, Anti-twist Vario System is intelligently designed for 
quick and easy, on-the-fly paddle adjustment. Now the paddle can be 
perfectly aligned and adjusted to the appropriate length for any situation 
while on the water.

Perfect blade/handle alignment with easy length adjustment

100% 3k Pre-preg Carbon
= Ultra light + durable

high Temperature Pre-preg molding
= Optimized resin content & cure +  impact resistant

Precision Cut CnC hd Core
= Absolute precision shaping

a

B

C

aBS rail

Blade coNStructioNS

Wave le
100% 3k Pre-preg Carbon kevlar
= Durable + light

high Temperature Pre-preg molding
= Optimized resin content & cure +  impact resistant

Precision Cut CnC hd Core
= Absolute precision shaping

ABS Rail= Built in blade
edge protection

a

B

C

d

a

B

C

d

a

B

C

kaholo
100% 3k Pre-preg Carbon
= Ultra light + durable

high Temperature Pre-preg molding
= Optimized resin content & cure +  impact resistant

Precision Cut CnC hd Core
= Absolute precision shaping

ABS Rail= Built in blade
edge protection

a

B

C

d

a

B

C

d

makaNi
ud Carbon/glass matrix Pre-preg
= Soft blade flex + durability 

high Temperature Pre-preg molding
= Optimized resin content & cure +  impact resistant

Precision Cut CnC hd Core
= Absolute precision shaping

ABS Rail= Built in blade
edge protection

a

B

C

d
a

B

C

d

alaNa
ud Carbon/glass matrix Pre-preg
= Soft blade flex + durability 

high Temperature Pre-preg molding
= Optimized resin content & cure +  impact resistant

Precision Cut CnC hd Core
= Absolute precision shaping

ABS Rail= Built in blade
edge protection

a

B

C

d
a

B

C

d

hele & keiki
glass matrix Pre-preg
= Soft blade flex + durability 

high Temperature Pre-preg molding
= Optimized resin content & cure +  impact resistant

Precision Cut CnC hd Core
= Absolute precision shaping

a

B

C

a

B

C

CAD generated blade shapes Optimized shaft diameters for paddlers 
of any size

29mm

26mm

Shaft diameterpaddle Shaping
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travel BAGS
baGs & accessories: TRAvel BAgS 

Super large roller Bagairline roller Bag

duffle Bag

Toiletry KitWallet

Small (Vol. 44L) Large (Vol. 60L)  Volume: 86L  

Size: 100L

Designer Backpack

girls Beach tote

Cruiser Backpack Large

travel organizer

Skull Backpack

Volume: 36L Volume: 42L

Messenger Laptop Bag

• Laptop compartment

• Extra padded laptop section

• Multiple compartments

• FurTech shoulder straps

• Extra padded laptop section

• Laptop compartment

• TSA approved butterfly-   

   style laptop compartment

• FurTech shoulder straps

• FurTech shoulder straps

• Detachable TSA approved    

   clear liquid pouch

• Extra light design

• Skate wheels

• Double deck design with load spread

• Centipede strap (connect multiple bags together)

Volume: 24L

FeatureS

On Airline Roller Bag and Super Large Roller Bag

Skate wheels heavy duty zipper centipede strap
Connect multiple bags together
On Airline Roller Bag and Super Large Roller Bag

• Extra light design

• Skate wheels

• Double deck design with load spread

• Centipede strap (connect multiple bags together)

Plastic = Will never rust

Volume: 30L
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color coded ranges

Wave Board Bag 8’5” & 9’10”

Widestyle Board Bag 10’0” 

longboard Board Bag 10’0” & 11’6” 

Glide Board Bag 12’6” & 14’0”

FeatureS

Plastic = Will never rust

heavy duty zipper removable 
shoulder strap

hand carry strap Water resistant 
inner lining

durable 600d 
outer material

Wave 8’5’’ 
Board Bag

Wave 9’10’’ 
Board Bag

Widestyle 8’10’’ 
Board Bag

Widestyle 10’0’’ 
Board Bag

longboard 10’10’’ 
Board Bag

longboard 11’6’’ 
Board Bag

Glide 12’6’’
Board Bag

Glide 14’0’’ 
Board Bag

hokua 7’6” Le ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉
hokua 8’0” Le ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉
hokua 8’3” Le ✴ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉
hokua 8’10” Le ◉ • ◉ ◉ ◉
hokua 9’8” Le Gun • • ◉ ◉
hokua 10’8” Le Gun ◉ ◉
hokua 8’5” Gt ✴ ◉ • ◉ ◉ ◉
hokua 9’0” Gt • • ◉ ◉
hokua 9’5” Gt • • ◉ ◉
hokua 9’10” Gt ✴ • ◉ ◉
maNa 8’5” Gt • ◉ ◉ ◉
maNa 8’10” Gt/Gs ✴ • ◉
maNa 9’5” Gt/Gs • ◉
maNa 10’0” Gt/Gs ✴ •

maNa 10’0” soft toP ✴ •

maNa 11’0” soft toP •

Nalu 10’6” Gt/Gs • • ◉
Nalu 10’10” Gt/Gs ✴
Nalu 11’4” Gt/Gs • ◉
Nalu 11’6” Gt/Gs ✴ ◉
alaNa 8’10” Gs ✴ • ◉
alaNa 9’5” Gs • ◉
alaNa 10’6” Gs • • ◉
alaNa 10’10” Gs ✴
glide 12’0” Gs tourinG ◉
glide 12’6” Gs ✴ ◉
glide 14’0” GX/Gs ✴
javeliN 12’6” GX ✴ ◉
javeliN 14’0” GX/Gs ✴
javeliN 12’6” Le ✴ ◉
javeliN 14’0” Le ✴
javeliN 12’6”  X26 Le ✴ ◉
javeliN 14’0” X26 Le ✴
odySSeuS ◉

Sup BAGS

PeRFeCT FIT  good FIT  oveRSIze FIT

Adjustable Padded Paddle Bag
• Padded paddle protection during travel

• Length adjustment system to fit paddles up to 220 cm

• External storage pouch

Board Bag Sizing chartSUP Board Bags

baGs & accessories: SuP BAgS 
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dry Bag

rail & Blade protection tape
1 Roll

coil leash
 10’ x 1/4” (305cm x .64cm)

• Flat water leash, not intended for waves

• Heavy Duty 1/4” coiled urethane

• Quick release pull tab

• Triple wrap railsaver

• Rugged, abrasion resistant nylon 

• Double-stitch reinforced and seam-sealed bag

• Roll down top to secure the opening

• Adjustable external gear straps

• Large main compartment

• Front velcro pocket

• Side mesh pockets

Water-tight bag for carrying gear and keeping it dry.

SUP Caddy
Adjustable

• Hands-free carrying system for one stand up board and paddle

Defender

• Easy to apply

• Premium materials

• Protects board and

paddle from scuffing

Sup ACCESSORIES

Key Features:
• Strong front zipper

• Secure zipper closure

• Triple-density impact diffuser

• Soft neoprene skin side and on edges

• Over or under harness fit

• Key pocket with key string

• Ergonomic body shape structure

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
The Defender Vest provides new riders the protection they 
need and gives experienced riders the confidence to push 
the limits. It offers superb impact protection, added float 
and peace of mind. The soft neoprene and large armholes 
allow excellent freedom of motion while still diffusing 
impact with water.

baGs & accessories: SuP ACCeSSoRIeS
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